Introduction

Fibrocem Wall Protection Systems are designed to withstand the toughest
conditions. Attractive and practical, every product has a proven track record of
performance. With unique characteristics, tailor-made for tough environmental
conditions, Fibrocem Protection Systems stand up to the most rigorous
demands including graffiti, fire, impact, chemicals, climate and daily wear and
tear. At Fibrocem we are committed to creating innovative products that stand
the test of time.
Fibrocem Wall Protection Systems are both functional and decorative. They give
your walls the protection they need to withstand today's environment but they
also reduce the whole life cost of decoration. Modern, high-specification
commercial and residential buildings demand quality products. But Fibrocem is
more than just a materials supplier. We are dedicated to your needs and always
on-hand to support and advise, so when you use a Fibrocem product we become
your project partner.

Premium Render & Coating Systems
For the protection of walls
(Functional & Decorative)
An overview of our business

Fibrocem is a leading wall protection system manufacturer of
premium renders and coatings. A specialist division of Wetherby
Stone products Ltd, Fibrocem products include bespoke High impact
resistant and One Coat coloured render systems, Pliolite Silicone
Coatings, hygiene, anti graffiti and fire protection coatings.
Manufacturing high quality products for leading architects,
consultants and surveyors working in both the public and private
sectors, Fibrocem is well known for its commitment to innovation and
design. With a reputation for dedicated customer service, technical
support, product on-site training and reliable distribution direct to
site, Fibrocem leads the way in high-specification wall protection
systems.
The Wetherby Group is the UK's largest independent cement-based
construction products manufacturer. Established for more than 35
years, Wetherby Stone is still owned and run by the Chalmers family
the group manufactures products for blue chip companies across the
world including leading DIY chains, government departments and
high street household names.
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Prison Cells
Underground Transport Systems
Residential Property
Commercial Property
Hospitals
Schools / Colleges
Industrial Buildings
Airports / Stations

Fibrocem is at the cutting edge of modern render and coating
manufacture. Our products are used in prisons, underground
transport systems, residential property, commercial property,
hospitals, hotels, shopping centres, airports, factories and public
buildings across the UK and abroad. Cost-effective, low maintenance,
through coloured, crack free, impact and weather resistant, Fibrocem
products protect your investment and give a superior finish.

Wall Protection Systems

Service & Support

Manufacturing, Storage & Distribution
Manufacturing
Systems that are second to none
Fibrocem is at the cutting edge of render and coating
manufacturing in the UK. With manufacturing experience
stretching back more than three decades, we are dedicated
to creating solutions for the most demanding buildings. At
Fibrocem, we use unique manufacturing technologies and
with state of the art equipment all our products are
manufactured though computer controlled batching plants
and fully automated Haver & Bocker filling machines.
Innovative and dynamic, we work with suppliers to develop
new, pioneering systems for our plants. Manufacturing in
excess 250 tons of materials per day, we work on a unique
planning system that allows us to manufacture our top
quality products efficiently and ensure all our customers
receive the very best possible service.

Unique products with a proven track record

Combining technical expertise with exceptional customer service

Fibrocem Wall Protection Systems are designed to withstand the toughest
conditions. Attractive and practical, every product has a proven track record
of performance. With unique characteristics, tailor-made for tough
environmental conditions, Fibrocem Protection Systems stand up to the
most rigorous demands including graffiti, fire, impact, chemicals, climate
and daily wear and tear. At Fibrocem we are committed to creating innovative
products that stand the test of time.

As a division of Wetherby Stone, Fibrocem has a proven track record stretching back more than 35 years. At
Fibrocem we offer a first class service with the personal touch from motivated, dedicated staff who understand
your needs. With the highest standards of customer service and a practical approach, we build close working
relationships with our clients, supporting them every step of the way.

Fibrocem Wall Protection Systems are both functional and decorative. They
give your walls the protection they need to withstand today's environment but
they also reduce the whole life cost of decoration. Modern, high-specification
commercial and residential buildings demand quality products. But
Fibrocem is more than just a materials supplier. We are dedicated to your
needs and always on-hand to support and advise, so when you use a
Fibrocem product we become your project partner.

Our research and development puts us at the forefront of the industry. Applying advanced technology, we
continually refine and improve our products and procedures, ensuring our clients receive the very best products
and services available in the market today. At Fibrocem, we understand our clients, their project and needs,
creating innovative products that perform day after day.
From initial discussions through to order, delivery, on-site training and beyond, our team are committed to
helping you, your contractors and suppliers to finish projects to the highest possible standards. Many of our
clients have been with us for more than 30 years, using our products and support services year in and year out.
Our clients know that our products out-perform our competition. But more than this, they know that we're on
hand every single day to provide proactive, hands-on advice and support. Nothing is too much trouble at
Fibrocem.

Storage & Distribution
A service that's second to none
At Fibrocem we make it easy for you. Not only
do our products perform to the highest
standards, but also our distribution is second
to none. Along with our modern purpose built
warehousing with more than 2000 pallet
spaces, we have a long-standing partnership
with a quality delivery company; a family owned
firm that shares our values and delivers
exceptionally high standards of service. With a
dedicated fleet of modern vehicles and many
years' experience, our partner in dispatch
ensures delivery on time, every time.

